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The Industry Innovation Cluster aims to bring together companies that are leaders in Slovak Industry and want to move Slovakia forward in terms of competitiveness, innovation, the digital and green transition with a strong international rational.

- Establishment of Gaia – X Hub Slovakia
- Foundation of Slovak Centre of Digital Innovations (SCDI)
Our Two Pillars

ADVOCACY & PROJECTS

The IIC and Gaia-X Hub Slovakia are the leading advocate for growth and competitiveness of our companies with the aim to help private and public sectors be successful in digital transformation.

The IIC has developed high level competencies in managing projects. Developing communication tools, organizing the dissemination of projects, training events, strategic approach...
What We Do

PROJECTS

**ROBOTWIN** - provide an alternative approach to automation based on motion tracking and imitation.

**FACTORIS** - support the case-specific digital transformation of RIS based SMEs by evolving existing production facilities towards Industry 4.0.

**REBUILT** - increases awareness and attractiveness of sustainable and circular construction processes.

**CHANGE2TWIN** - supports manufacturing SMEs in their digitalization process by providing Digital Twin solutions.

**DIT-EU** - Do It Together approach concepts allowing for greener and sustainable design to production of consumer goods.
What Next

• Expand membership for diverse ecosystem
• Help adoption of cutting-edge tech for sustainable innovation
• Develop collaborative projects in emerging fields
• Counseling in investments in R&D for global challenges
• Establish partnerships for knowledge exchange
• Create open innovation and experimentation platforms
• Foster cross-functional collaboration and learning
• Promote diversity, equity and inclusion
Thank You.
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